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Promoting China-U.S,
Economic Relations thr6ulh the

Bilateral lnuestment freaty
By QU BO

UTUAL suspicions concerning security among

major countries and increasing economic
competition among them are further complicating the situation in the Asia-pacific region.
The U.S. is proactively advancing talks towards the
Trans_
Pacific?artnership (Tpp) Agreemlnt in hopes of forging
higherJevel free trade agreements in the rejion, while
China

supports and is participating in the negotiations
of the Re_
gional Comprehensive Economic partn'ership (RCEp).

These
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On May 21, 2014, five lormer
U.S. ambassadors, Roy
Stapleton (first left), Jon
Huntsman (fourth teft), Gary

Locke (third right), Winston
Lord (second right), and
Joe Prueher (first right)
gather in the New york Stock
Exchange to commemorate
the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of China-U.S.
diplomatic relations; Steve
Orlins (second left), president of the National Committee on U.S.-China Relations,
also joins in.

moves signifu the two powers,desire to gain a competitir.e
edge in their economic arrangements. Hbwever, economicallr.
-

speaking, China and the U.S. can be mutuallr.beneficial
and
achieve win-win results for their common economic interests,
which would impel them to dissolve or alier-iate tensions in
certain areas. The two countries should plan economic coop_
eration and boost bilateral trade under &e APEC framework

and bilateral agreements. The China-U.S Bilateral Investment
Treaty (BIT) which was jointly initiated in zor3, selves
as a
maJor move to promote bilateral cooperation and stabilize
the
Asia-Pacific region.

A Huge Breakthrough
The bilateral economic relationship
has been taken as the hinge for stabilizing China-U.S. relations. Over the past

I
U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob

3o-plus years since China started its

Lew commended the move

reform and opening-up drive, China and
the U.S. have witnessed a constantly

as a huge breaklhrough. The

deepening interdependency in economy.

bi

The zor3 bilateral trade volume topped
US $Szo billion, Ameriean direct investment in actual use in China totalled US
$2.8 billion, and accumulative American
direct investment in China stood at US
$So-Zo billion. As of zorz, China's accumulative direct investment in the U.S.
reached US $rZ billion.

The two countries' contradictions in
economy and trade have nevertheless
also become more striking. Such issues
as imbalanced trade, RMB exchange

rate, China's state-ow:red enterprises
and the U.S. blocking investuent from
certain Chinese enterprises are factors

sure impartial settlement of disputes,
thus avoiding unfair treatment of China's investors from the Committee on
Foreign Investment in the United States
(CFIUS).

Negotiations on the bilateral investment treaty go through two stages: The
first is mainly about documentation, and
the second focuses on the negative list.
As of July 2or4, the two sides had conducted 13 rounds ofnegotiations. In July
2ot4,they entered the phase ofnegative

lateral investment agreement
is helieved to boost U.S. firms'
investment in China.

list negotiations.

lll. Deepen Cooperation

l. Boost Gonfidence

Competition is still inevitable between
Chinese and American enterprises in
their cooperation and development; but
the mutually-beneficial healthy competition will promote progress on both sides.

Businesses are facing new challenges from a volatile international
financial market and unsteady world
economic recovery.

disrupting Sino-U.S. economic relations.
To solve these problems, China and

the U.S. started the China-U.S. Strategic Economic Dialogue in z006, renamed the China-U.S. Strategic and
Economic Dialogue after President
Obama took ofEce in zoo8. Through
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'his platform, the two countries discuss
strategic, long-term and other important
issues related to the development of bi-

tI

lateral relations.

At the fourth China-U.S. Strategic
Economic Dialogue held in July zoo8,
the two sides proposed to start negotia-

tions on a bilateral investment treaty.

Negotiations restarted at the 2o13
China-U.S. Strategic and Economic Dialogue.
The U.S. seeks to gain more benefits

for American enterprises through BIT,
including wider market access in China,
national treatment, non-discrimination,
protection of enterprise ownership, restriction on requirements for investment
performance and impartial settlement of
disputes. It has been taken as the most

important bilateral investment treaty
since the U.S. signed the investment
agreement affiIiated to the North American Free Trade Agreement.
The bilateral investment treaty will be
also significant for China. It is expected
to boost invesfuent in the U.S. and en-

ll. Take a Long View

lV. Be lnclusive

It's predicted that China's imports will exceed US $8 trillion
in five years and the nation's
total retail sales of consumer
goods will top RMB 31 trillion,
thus providing vast business

Considering the large
scale and fast development of China-U.S.
economic and trade
cooperation, it's quite
normal for divergence
and friction between
the two sides to crop
up- Hence, an inclusive
and tolerant attitude is
required to handle any

and competitive Chinese enterprises are also setting their
sights on ihe U.S. market.

issue-
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-{fter the tn-o countries declared a re-

start of negotiations, U.S. Treasury

Sec-

retary Jacob Lew commended the move
as a huge breakthrough. The bilateral inyestment treaty is believed to boost U.S.
firms' investment in China.

Win-win Aim
In principle, several motives drive the
U.S. to sign BITs with foreign countries.
First, to protect the U.S.' investment in
other countries; second, to adopt a more
market-oriented policy towards foreign
direct investment in the U.S. in an open,

transparent and non-discriminating
way; and third, to support the development and implementation of related
international laws and practices compatible with the above motivations.
As far as the China-U.S. BIT is concerned, the U.S. stands to reap the following gains. First, the bilateral agree-

il

ment, covering all investment phases
and related industries, will smooth the
way for U.S. firms to enter the Chinese

market. The core of bilateral negotiations will focus on the negative list.
Apart from industries ranked on the list,

all other industries will be accessible
to U.S. companies. Therefore, the U.S.
takes the BIT as an important means to
expand American firms' footholds in the
Chinese market.
Second, the U.S. expects the treaty to

grant its companies national and non-

I
The esre of bilateral

nesotiations will focus on

the negative list. Apart lrom
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discriminatory treatment. A survey by
the U.S.-China Business Association
shows that challenges facing U.S. companies in China cover administrative

examination and approval, competition

with Chinese firms, unfair law enforcement, as well as investment-related restrictions, standards and appraisal procedures. Therefore, the BIT is expected

to afford more national treatment for

restrictions on the proportion of ownership for U.S. investors, thus changing
the rules for U.S. firms operating in China. For example, China's current regula-

tion stipulates that foreign ownership
in its auto industry should be less than
50 percent, which is also true for the life
insurance field. Therefore, the BIT will
help U.S. firms to expand their business

in China.
Before zooo, the investment flow
between China and the U.S. had been
lopsided, mainly in a one-direction flow.
U.S. transnational corporations invested

in China's labor-intensive manufacturing or processing industry, while Chinese enterprises were either unable or
lacked motivation to invest in the U.S.
China sought to preserve or increase
the value of its official foreign exchange
reserve mainly through purchasing U.S.
government bonds or other bonds.
However, since 2ooo, more and more

U.S. firms.

Chinese enterprises have been equipped

Third, the treaty will prompt China to
improve labor and environmental standards. As per the zorz BIT model of the
U.S., the recipient countries for investment are required to meet high-level labor, environmental and administration
standards. Fourth, via the treaty the U.S.
will require China to relax or remove

with the capacity to invest in the U.S. as
China's economy has developed in leaps
and bounds. China's direct investment
in the U.S. increased from US $S8Z million in 2oo7 to US $S.2 billion in zotz;
today, China's direct investment in the
U.S. has surpassed U.S. direct investment in China.
However, China's investment in the
U.S. has been hampered by frequent
discrimination from the CFIUS. Chinese
enterprises have undergone countless
frustrations and failures in their investment and acquisition moves in the U.S.,
including CNOOC's failed purchase of
the U.S. oil company Unocal Corporation and Sany Heavy Industry's frustrated attempts at investments in the U.S.,
which make the BIT negotiations seem
even more necessary for China.
First, the BIT will ensure much fairer
treatment for Chinese enterprises in the
U.S., stemming the U.S.' tendency to
politicize investment issues. Out of national security considerations, the U.S.
Congress is often suspicious of Chinese
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April 12,2013, the CaliforniaCtrina Office of Trade and lnvestJ, ment reopens in Shanghai.
On

investment. The BIT will ensure Chinese

firms' national treatment. Moreover,
whenever investment disputes arise,
they can turn to an impartial third-party
organization for settlement.
Second, the BIT will help to balance
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China is the
U.S.'s third

largest export
market
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American industries
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exports.to e hina
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Annual reports of the United States-China Business Council
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bilateral trade. China's direct investment
in the U.S. can alleviate such issues as
imbalanced trade, exchange rate friction

and employment

-

over the past five

years, Chinese enterprises have created
over 7o,ooo jobs in the U.S. through investment.

Third, the BIT will propel China,s
domestic economic reform. China's 3o-

plus years ofreform and opening-up testifiz that external competitive forces can

become driving forces for its domestic
market-oriented reform. China's entry
into the WTO in 2oo1 successfully promoted China's marketization ]evel and
economic development. The China-U.S.
BIT is bound to become an external driving force for China to deepen reform.

Pronroting Ghina-U.S. Relations
China and the U.S. are shaping a
new pattern of relationship between
great powers, rtith a connotation cover_
ing non-conflict, non-confrontation,

mutual respect, mutual benefit and
win-win results. It can be said that the
mutual beneficial and win-win economic
bond is the foundation of the China-U.S.
relationship. Therefore, the BIT will contribute to sound development of bilateral
relations.

First, the investment treaty will provide a legal guarantee for bilateral economic relations, thus avoiding the tendency to politicize economic and trade
issues, Moreover, Chinese enterprises
will receive much fairer treatment in
their investments and acquisitions in the
U.S., with the impact of the CFIUS on
these matters diminishing.
Second, the investment treatv will
help the two countries to resolve the existing problems in economy and trade,

including trade imbalance, disputes
over exchange rates, and market access.
Over the past 10 years, biiateral trade

and economic friction have become

even more salient, with solutions and

relaxation urgently needed. The BIT
will play a significant role in balancing
bilateral trade and harmonizing economic relations,
Finally, legal and systematic guaran-

l

tees provided by the investment treaty

l

investment between the two countries.

l

will promote the two-way flow of direct

I

China's direct investment in the U.S.
will create more job opportunities for
American people, strengthen connections with China's domestic enterprises
and market, and meanwhile introduce
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more innovative development to the U.S.
Driven by the market forces, the peoples
of the two countries will deepen their understanding of each other with more frequent communication, thus laying a solid
foundation for a bilateral relationship. e
QU BO is vice director of the lnstilute of lnternotionol Relotions, Chino Foreign Affoirs
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